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1. Introduction 

In. Poland~ we use Ortoprojectors with optical transfer o~ 

elementary images however· wi ~hou~ correction o~ lateral slope 
COrthophot B end C of Zeiss Jena~ PPO 8 of· Wild), for the 
production of photographic maps by di:fferential rectification. 

In a hilly terr·ain these orthoprojector-s can~t give good 
results. 

Lack of orthoprojectors equipped with lateral slope 
correctors on the one hand and accessibility of use of a :film 
scanning and writing unit COPTRONICS) on the other, induced us 
in 1981 to begin work on rectification of digital aerial 
photographs with the use o:f a popular Polish computer ODRA 1325 
C28k words of 24 bits). 

I :f some approximate solutions were not introduced, the 
processing of huge amount of information~ which digital image 
comprises~ would lead to time consuming computations. 

That's why ins~ead o~ applying a classic solution, which. 
~or an indirect method~ consists in t.he assignment of optical 

density ~or each rectified point.~ ~irst by projection of these 
points onto a plane o~ original photos and then by 
intel-polat-ion o~ t-he density between neighbouring points~ an 
approximate solution was used. 

The approximations consist in: 
1) using the rigid elementary image being composed of a group 
of g C3x3) pixels. To the central pixel, the optical density is 
assigned by '"the nearest neighbourhood method"". The pixel "lo be 
~ound by this method~ and 8 pixels o~ original photos 
surrounding it.~ :form the elementary image, which is trans:fersed 
to the rec"liried photos as a whole~ without any change. 
2) strict computation of a central pixel position of elementary 
image on the plane o:f an original photo Cby a central proje
ction) for only let~ s say every rour"lh elementary image. The 
position of remaining elementary images is determined by linear 
interpolation. 

The assumption that an elementary image is rigid has of 
course some disadvantages. Such an elementary image is 
transferred :from a.n original photo t.o an orthophot.o without 
any additional corrections Ce. g. scale or rotation). The only 
correction that. is applied is positional correction of the 
center·. Such sol uti on is worse than the one applied in even 
simple strip rectifiers COrthophot B) wher·e each elementary 
image is corrected due to the seale and position of it~ s 
central point. 

However~ we should realize that pixel size ~or a 
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digital image varies from 0!0025 mm to 0~1 mm, which corresponds 
to the 0,076 x 0,076 0,3 x 0~3 mm of the elementary image 
size. However the typical width of a slit is equal to 2 or 4 
mm, even up to Smm. Dimensions of elementary image, which are 
assumed in our sol uti on are then several times smaller· than 
dimensions of elementary images in strip rectifiers so that is 
why the proposed solution can give good results in spite o:f' 
simple calculations. 

The digital terrain model C DTM) ~ which is essential to 
analytical rectification of digital images can be obtained 
either from observation on a stereoplotter or !rom the central 
bank of terrain relief data. 

2. Terrain relief information 

In this method of an image rectification the most suitable 
form of terrain relief representation is the DTM. It is used 
for calculation (interpolation) of hights of points at given 
positional coordinates. The DTM was assumed in the form of a 
regular grid of' squares or rectangles. Such DTM could be 
handled by ODRA 1325 computei~ . 

For a better representation of terrain relief such a model 
could be compl ementd by the hi ghts at char act.,er i sti c points of 
the terrain features and by points located on characteristic 
terrain lines Ce.g. ridge or trickle lines). 

Another problem lies in choosing the dimension of' the DTM 
grid. In the method of' digital recti:fication there is no 
interpolation of' the optical density between the center of' 
pixels, so the grid dimension should be the multiple of' the 
pixel size. 

The dimension of' the DTM grid should also be matched to the 
average scale of' a rectif'ied part of a photo according to the 
formula: 

w w 
a=z-np= np 

P ck 
(1) 

where: a - dimension of' the grid side; 
Z the vertical component of' the vector !rom the 

P projection center to the gravity center of' a photo 
part to be rectif'ied; 

W - height of the projection center above an average 
terrain elevation 

n - the multiple of the grid side dimension 
p - the pixel size 

For a geometric correction of' a photo Ci.e. projection of a 
regular terr·ain grid of suitable density onto a photo) it is 
necessary to densif'y the original DTM grid. The heights in nods 
of such a dense grid are calculated by bilinear interpolation 
according to f'ormula: 

h = a + a x + a y + a xy C 2) 
~~ 2~ ~2 22 

This polynom .fits the heights in the :four nods and makes 
possible the linear interpolation along grid sides as well as 
along all cross-sections parallel to them. 

Taking into account the actual dimensions of the grid Ca 
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-1 ength, b - width ) and the actual seale of the coor dina tes 
the formula C2) can be writen in the following form 

h=h 
D 

+ Ch 
c 

- h ) X + Ch 
D a A 

- h ) y + Ch 
D b B 

- h 
c 

- h 
A. 

XY - h ) 
D ab 

(3) 

3.. Projection of the DTM points on the image plane of an 
original photo ... 

In our solution t.he indirect met.hod of digit.al aerial photos 
rectification was used, because in such a method an 
interpolation can be done within regular grid defined by pixel 
grid of' an orthophoto. Terrain points and t.heir images should 
fulfil the colinearity equation. But. this equation can not be 
used directly because w~ should : 

transform the digital image coordinat.e system Cthe so 
called pixel system) to the image coordinate system~ and 
transform the DTM coordinate system to the ground coordi
nate system 

The necessity of applying these additional transformations 
is caused by the facts that Cfig.1) : 

a) the aerial photo is scanned in the random coordinate system 
that. is only approximatelly parallel to the image coordi
nate system, and 

b) the DTM coordinate system differs from the state coordinate 
system 

y y 

y 

Q 

Fig.1 The coordinate systems 
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In both cases the transf'ormation consists of' a rotation 
and a translation. The dependence between the coordinates o:f a 
digi 'lal photograph and the or'lhopho'lo in the DTM coordina'le 
system can he writen as: 

where: 

[ ~ : l 
-ck 

= D [ 
x 
y 

z 
(4) 

1 

x, y - 'lhe coor dina tes in the pixel coot~ dina t.e system 
which results :from the method of' photo scanning ; 
x corresponds to the number of' line while y 
corresponds to the position o:f the pixel in a line, 

Ax,Ay - the coordinates of the principal point in the pixel 
coor-dinate systemt 

X,Y~Z- the coordinates in the DTM coordinate system 
D the trans:formation matrix C3 x 3) 

The matrix D is an orthogonal one only in the case when 
'lhe cons'li'luan'l t.rans:formation matrices Cpar'licularly D and 

£ 

D ) do not include a:f:fine change o:f the scale. It results :from 
0' 

superposition of' all element..ary t.ransf'ormations occurring on 
t.he way f'rom t.he map t.o the digital image. It. can be writ.en as: 

where 
D 

I!; 

(5) 

t..he 'lrans:formation matrix~ which includes t.he angle £ 

between the pixel and image coordinate systems or 
possibly t..he af'f i ni ty of' the seale of t.he digital 
image 

D , D ~ D - t.he mat.rices, which include tilt, tip and swing of w tp '1e 

D 
0' 

an original aerial phoLos 
t.he matrix, which includes t.he angle between the ground 
and DTM coordinat.e systems. 

From (4) we can obtain the following equations : 

X = -c 

y = -c 

ex - x )d 
0 :1.:1 

k ex - x )d 
0 3:1. 

ex - X )d 
0 2:1. 

k ex X )d 
0 3:1. 

+ CY 

+ CY 

+ CY 

+ CY 

-

-

y )d 
0 :1.2 

y )d 
0 32 

y )d 
0 22 

y )d 
0 32 

+ cz - z )d 
0 :1.3 

+ CZ - Z )d 
0 33 

+ CZ z )d 
0 23 

+ CZ - z )d 
0 33 

+ ll.x 

(6) 

+ Ay 

By these equations 'lhe DTM point..s are project..ed onto the 
image plane. In such a case t..he ort..hophot.o is formed in 'lhe 
DTM coordinate system but not in the ground coordinate system 
(f'ig. 1 ) 

4.. Formation of the rectified digital image 

4. 1. Determination of' t.he position of· centers of" elementary 
images on an original pho'lo. 

u ... 1 



The nods of the DTM grid are projected onto the image plane 
Csee &3). They :form an irregular grid of' tetragons. This grid 
is then densified by dividing each tetragon~s side in to equal 
parts Cfig 2) 

Fig.2 

8 

D 

elementary 
image 

c 

Determination or the position of elementar·y image 

The number of' sections on which each side is divided must be 
chosen in such a way that the nods of this new gr·id should 
coincide with the centers of the elementary images. 
It is done by the following linear interpolation : 

X X ex X )1 b ex X )la. ex X X X )1 a. lb 
= + - + - + - - + k p D A D k c D B c A D k 

(7) 

y y eY y )1 b CY y ) 1 a. CY y y y ) 1 a. lb = + - + - + - - + k p D A D k c D k B c A D k 

where : 

4.2 

X ,Y 
p p 

the coordinates of the centers of the elementary 

X 
A,B,C,D 

images :o 

9 y 
A,B,C. D 

the image coordinates of the dense 
grid of' the DTM 

la. ' lb h 'd d k k - t e partition rat.io of' the gr~ si es 

The optical density assignment to the pixels of 
recti:fied digital image. 

the 

""The nearest neighbourhood met-hod" was used :for the 
density assignment of' the centi~al pixel of an elementary image. 
The same densities,which have the pixels of' the original photos 
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surrunding the central pixel, are assigned to the remaining 
pixels C~ig.3). Such a method trans~ers the elementary images 
without de~ormation. However~ we should realize that some 
pixels o~ the original photos can be taken twice, which causes 
their duplication on the recti~ied image, while the others can 
be neglected, which in turn can cause image discontunity. 

Fig.3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 c! ()-4 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 

0 ~ ~ \. 0 \ ~ c! 0 

0 

~ 
0 ' Co " 0 

I I 
0 0 0 0 ~ ~ .? 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Method o~ assignment of the pixels ~arming elementary 
images 

o - the position of pixels on the original photo 
•-the position of pixels on the rectified photo 
O-the position of the center of an elementary image 

5. Calculations 

All calculations were done by ODRA 1325 computer. The digi
tal image was obtained by scanning the original photo in the 
OPTRONICS instrument and by recording it on a magnetic tape 
with the density of 800 Bpi CA fig.4 ). The DTM was recorded on 
a per~orated tape and then rearranged and recorded on a 
magnetic tap~ CDTM~ fig.4 ). 

For aerial photos rectification, a system o~ programs called 
SPPOC was worked out. The main functions o~ these programs are 
as ~allows : 

DTMT - reads the DTM data from the per~orated tape and then 
forms the file on a magnetic tape 

TRIN - interpolates the heights for the dense grid and then 
trans~orms the nods of this grid to the coordinate 
system of the digital image 

PHOTO - reads the elementary images C3 x 3 pixels) f'rom the 
digital image file COC-A', f'ig.4) 
The coordinates of the centers of these elementary 
images are calculated by program TRIN and form the 
files X end Y Cfig.4). The groups of nine pixels are 
then arranged in a new digital image COC- a·~fig.4) 
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DTMT 

PROS 
TRIN 

Deno~ation o£ the digital 
i oc 

A t.he original image in 
PDP sys~em 

PHOTO A~- the original image in 
ODRA system 

a~- t.he rect.i£ied image in 
ODRA sys~em 

B - t.he rect.ified image in 
PDP sys~em 

TWRT 

Fig.4 The scheme o£ the system of programs SPPOC 

6. An experimental aerial photo digital rectification 

The aerial photo in t.he scale of 1 21000 Cck = 150 mm, 

size 23 x 23 ) was digitally recti£ied. The photo covers the 
hilly terrain with elevation ranging within 150 m and slopes up 
10° Only a part o£ this photo C11 x 11 em) was scanned on 
OPTRONICS film scanning unit with the use of the 50~m slit. It 
are 2200 lines of 2200 pixels each C totally 4.8 mln of 
pixels). 

The heights of the DTM grid nods were measured on the Ste
reometrograph of Zeiss Jena connected with the Coordimeter F. 
The height measurement were made at 2400 grid nods and at 100 
characteristic terrain relief points. The sides of the DTM grid 
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equal ~o 50.4 m. 
The elemen~s of ~he photograph"s orien~a~ion were calcula~ed 

by a pho~ogramme~ric space resec~ion. The angular elemen~s of' 
the photo orientation are as :follows: 

g g 

w = -0.695, ¢ = -1.881, 
Then the data were proccessed by the 
the or ~hophoto in the seale of the 
produced by the use of ~he OPTRONICS 
sl i t C :fig. 5) 

g 

u = -1.876 
sys~em SPPOC . Finally, 
original photograph wa~ 

film wri~er with 50 ~m 

To determine the accuracy of the orthophoto the 144 con~rol 
points were measured on the orthopho~o. The ground coordinat.es 
of ~hese points were calculat.ed from image coordinates measured 
on the STECOMETER and then their coordina~es on the orthophoto 
were calculed. 

After the Helmert transformation the differences between 
thes ·~coordina~es were ~rea~ed as the or~hopho~o errors. The 
scale coefficient of ~he Helmert ~ransforma~ion equals 1.0005, 
which allows us ~o trea~ ~he coordinate differences as the ~rue 
errors of ~he orthophoto. 

To separate the sys~ema~ic componen~sl' which can by seen in 
the ~X and ~Y, ~he affine ~ransformation was also used. 

The mean er·rors after the Helmer~ Cdeno~ed m m ) and 
X y 

~he affine Cdeno~ed m~ m~) ~ransforma~ions were as follows 
X y 

C~he corresponding errors in ~he 
bracke~s) 

m = ± 1. 2 
X 

m (60 J..tm) 

m = ± 1. 5 m C75 ~m) 
y 

m = ± 1. 9 m (95 J..tm) 
p 

or~hophoto scale are shown in 

m' = ± 0.6 m (30 ~m) 
X 

m' = ± 0.7 
y 

m (35 ~m) 

m' = ± 0.9 m (45 ,urn) 
p 

On fig.6 ~he errors af-ter bo~h ~rans:forma~f'ons are 
pr esen~ed in ~he .form of vec~or s The a:ff i ne de .for rna ~ions 
found in ~his way confirm the earlier suspicions that film 
writing device introduces essential geome~ric deformations. 

Af~er taking into account. these deformations the posi~ional 
error is reduced ~o ~he ± 55,um~ so i ~ is a~ ~he level of ~he 

pixel size (50 J..tm). 

7. Conclusions 

The presented method of a digi~al image rec~i:fication can be 
used on a small computer Due to ~he in~roduction of 
elemen~ary images C3 x 3 pixels) ins~ead of single pixels, the 
compu~a~ion time is significantly shortened. 

The experimental image rectification shows that the produced 
orthophoto has a high positional accuracy Cm = ± 45 J..tm ) as 

p 

well as good photographic quali~y. The orthophoto produced with 
~his method in the scale or an original photo can by magni!ied 
4 ~imes by optical means. 
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